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# 2-Point Rubric—Short Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Response Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **2 Point** | The features of a 2-point response are  
- Valid inferences and/or claims from the text where required by the prompt  
- Evidence of analysis of the text where required by the prompt  
- Relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text to develop response according to the requirements of the prompt  
- Sufficient number of facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text as required by the prompt  
- Complete sentences where errors do not impact readability |
| **1 Point** | The features of a 1-point response are  
- A mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text as required by the prompt  
- Some relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text to develop response according to the requirements of the prompt  
- Incomplete sentences or bullets |
| **0 Point** | The features of a 0-point response are  
- A response that does not address any of the requirements of the prompt or is totally inaccurate  
- A response that is not written in English  
- A response that is unintelligible or indiscernible |

* If the prompt requires two texts and the student only references one text, the response can be scored no higher than a 1.  
* Condition Code A is applied whenever a student who is present for a test session leaves an entire constructed-response question in that session completely blank (no response attempted).
### Control of Conclusions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Poor command of conventions; lack of control over the text; evidence for opinion is not sufficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Standard conventions; control over the text; evidence for opinion is sufficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Good command of conventions; control over the text; evidence for opinion is excellent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New York State Grade 6-8 Writing Evaluation Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Poor command of conventions; lack of control over the text; evidence for opinion is not sufficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Standard conventions; control over the text; evidence for opinion is sufficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Good command of conventions; control over the text; evidence for opinion is excellent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The rubric evaluates writing samples based on the New York State Grade 6-8 Writing Evaluation Rubric, focusing on conventions, control, and evidence. The criteria for each score level are outlined above, providing a clear framework for assessment.
Weaving With Light

by Emily Sohn

In the rugged Sierra Madre mountain range of west central Mexico, the native Huichol people live much the way their ancestors did—without electricity. That’s because it’s too expensive to string power lines to the remote mountain areas where they live. The lack of electricity has a direct effect on the Huichol economy.

To help support themselves, the Huichol create beautiful artwork, including paintings made from yarn and sculptures made from beads. They sell their art in cities hundreds of miles away from their villages. Often, they travel long distances by foot. And without electricity—at home or on the road, they can only work during daylight hours.

When it gets dark, they must stop whatever they’re doing, explains Huichol community leader Miguel Carillo. The sales of their artwork are essential to this economy, where farming is difficult and crops often fail.

“We can only work during the day,” Carillo tells a group of researchers as night approached. “Because now, as you see, we can’t see anything, and it’s still so early. Nobody can do anything. We just wait for the sun to come up again.”

Now, a team of scientists, designers, and architects is using new technologies to provide the Huichol with light after the sun sets—no plugs necessary. The scientists’ technique involves weaving tiny electronic crystals into fabrics that can be made into clothes, bags, or other items.

By collecting the sun’s energy during the day, these lightweight textiles provide bright white light at night. Their inventors have named the textiles “Portable Lights.”

Portable Lights have the potential to transform the lives of people without electricity around the world, says project leader Sheila Kennedy, head of Kennedy & Violich Architecture, Ltd., in Boston, Mass.

See the light

At the core of Portable Light technology are devices called high-brightness light-emitting diodes, or HB LEDs. These tiny lights appear in digital clocks, televisions, streetlights, and the blinking red lights on some sneakers.

LEDs are completely different from the light bulbs that you screw into lamps at home. Most of those glass bulbs belong to a type called incandescent lights. Inside, electricity
heats a metal coil to about 4,000 degrees Fahrenheit, or 2,200 degrees Celsius. At that scorching temperature, bulbs give off light we can see.

Ninety percent of energy produced by incandescent lights, however, is heat—and invisible. With all that wasted energy, bulbs burn out quickly. They are also bulky, can get hot, and are easily broken.

LEDs, on the other hand, are like tiny pieces of rock made up of molecules that are arranged in a crystal structure. When an electric current passes through an LED, the crystal structure vibrates and produces light.

LEDs are tiny and extremely lightweight. There are no breakable glass parts. While the technology is still somewhat expensive, researchers are increasingly looking to LEDs for a wide variety of applications, including Portable Lights.

“A lot of people see LEDs as being the future of lighting,” says Casey Smith, a technologist in Bozeman, Mont., and a member of the Portable Light team. He developed much of the technology that make Portable Lights work.

The spark

The Portable Light team found a way to weave two LEDs into a plastic-coated textile. When turned on, these LEDs can make the entire piece of fabric glow.

Their next challenge was to figure out how to power the LEDs without electricity. The researchers knew that they wanted to tap the sun’s energy, but they couldn’t use standard solar panels such as those found on rooftops. These bulky glass panels would be too big and heavy for the Huichol to carry as they traveled through the mountains.

Instead, the researchers used a new type of solar panel, which is flat and flexible, like a placemat. Just 10 inches long and 5 inches wide, these panels can be easily sewn onto a piece of fabric.

Circuits connect the solar panel to a lithium ion battery—the type of battery found in laptops and cellular phones. And the battery, in turn, is connected to the two LEDs in the fabric. A thin layer of plastic protects the circuitry.

With just 3 hours of exposure to sunlight, the battery accumulates enough charge to power a portable light for 10 hours, Kennedy says. A membrane switch, like the soft buttons on a microwave oven, allows a user to turn the lights on or off.

A Portable Light weighs less than a pound and can withstand abuse because textiles are strong for their weight. Kennedy has dropped Portable Light units from as high as 30 feet off the ground without damaging them.

“With no heavy parts to break, they just float down,” she says.
Possible Exemplary Response:
The new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” is more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy because they are more easily carried and they are transportable. The new type of solar panel is “flat and flexible, like a placemat” while standard solar panels “such as those found on rooftops” are “bulky” and “too big and heavy for the Huichol to carry as they traveled through the mountains.” The new solar panels are much smaller, “just 10 inches long and 5 inches wide,” and can be easily sewn onto a piece of fabric and are light enough for the Huichol to transport.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
How is the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The new type of solar panel is more useful for the Huichol people because it is more portable. The normal solar panels that you put on your house are big and bulky. The ones that the Huichol people have are flat and flexible. They can even be sewn onto a fabric. Making the solar panels more portable is a very good thing for the Huichol people. They often travel long distances by foot with no electricity. They also can’t work when it gets dark outside because they can’t see anything. Many researchers are working hard and finding ways to bring electricity to the Huichol people.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” is more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology (because it is more portable). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (The normal solar panels that you put on your house are big and bulky, They can even be sewn on to a fabric, They often travel long distances by foot with no electricity). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How is the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The new solar panel is better than their old ones. The reason why is because, the new solar panels are only 10 inches long and 5 inches wide. Their other solar panel were described as “Bulky glass panels were too big and heavy for the Huichol. The new solar panels can charge for 3 hours during the day, and used 10 hours during the night. This way the solar panels are easier to use.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” is more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology (The new solar panel is better than their old ones). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (the new solar panels are only 10 inches long and 5 inches wide. Their other solar panel were describes as “Bulky glass panels were too big and heavy for the Huichol and The new solar panels can charge for 3 hours during the day, and used 10 hours during the night). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How is the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The new type of solar panels are more useful to Huichol people. This is portable and easy to charge. Other solar energy technology wasn’t portable and they needed big solar panels to charge them. In conclusion, the new solar panels are more useful to the Huichol people.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” is more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology (This is portable). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (easy to charge and other solar energy technology wasn’t portable and they needed big solar panels to charge them). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides some relevant information from the text (they only worked in daytime until the sun came down and They are also light weight and portable to carry around and dont break easily); however, no valid inference from the text is provided to explain how the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” is more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How is the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology? Use two details from the article to support your response.

It is described as “The spark” because it was a jump in the lifestyle of the Huichol people. Now they had light after sunset and also they were small and portable so they fit on pieces of clothing.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” is more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology (so they fit on pieces of clothing); however, this response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (they were small and portable). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text (It is described as a extremely lightweight bright light also portable). While the response provides some information from the text, no valid inference from the text to explain how the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” is more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology is provided.
How is the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology? Use two details from the article to support your response.

In the rugged Sierra Madre mountain range of west central Mexico the Native Huichol people live much the way their ancestors did — without electricity. That’s because it’s too expensive to string power lines to the remote mountain areas where they live. The lack of electricity has a direct effect on the Huichol economy.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt and is totally copied from an unrelated section of the text (In the rugged Sierra Madre mountain range of west central Mexico the Native Huichol people live much the way their ancestors did — without electricity. That’s because it’s too expensive to string power lines to the remote mountain areas where they live. The lack of electricity has a direct effect on the Huichol economy).
How is the new type of solar panel described in the section titled “The spark” more useful for the Huichol people than previous versions of solar energy technology? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Most of those glass bulbs belong to a type called incondescent lights inside the electricity heat a metal coil to about 4,000 degrees fahrenheit or 2,200 degrees Celsius. Ninety percent of energy produced by incondescent light however is heat invisible.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Most of those glass bulbs belong to a type called incondescent lights).
Possible Exemplary Response:
In the article “Weaving With Light,” the author makes a central claim that light-emitting diodes, or LEDs, are the “future of lighting” because they are better than other alternative lighting. LEDs are “tiny and extremely lightweight” and “there are no breakable glass parts.” The author supports this claim, in part, by highlighting the disadvantages of alternative lighting, such as incandescent lights, which waste energy, are “bulky, can get hot, and are easily broken.” The author also supports this claim by discussing how LEDs are ideal for supporting Portable Lights, which she claims “have the potential to transform the lives of people without electricity around the world.” Because LEDs are tiny, lightweight, and do not include breakable parts, they can be used to create Portable Lights such as those created for the Huichol people. The Portable Lights consist of a small, flexible solar panel that connects to a lithium ion battery which is, in turn, connected to two LEDs in fabric such as clothes, bags, or other items. Since the LEDs are lightweight, they can be easily transported up mountains, and since they are durable, unlike incandescent lights which easily break, they are perfect for weaving into fabrics. The author makes a strong argument for the use of LEDs in the future. Their lightweight and durable features make them a clear improvement to other available and, as some argue, outdated forms of lighting.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
What is the author’s central claim about LEDs? Use two details from the article to show how the author supports the claim.

The author’s central claim about LEDs are that they are a simpler and better light source for anything and can be helpful. Incandescent lights are bulky, non-easily broken, and wastes a lot of energy. LEDs are tiny, lightweight, and have no breakable glass parts. Also, LEDs can be easily sewn onto fabrics to light dark areas. Finally, since LEDs are solar powered, it only takes three hours to get enough energy for ten hours. These new forms of technology can be the future of lighting.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the author’s central claim about LEDs is (they are a simpler and better light source for anything and can be helpful). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (LEDs are tiny, lightweight, and have no breakable glass parts; LEDs can be easily sewn into fabrics to light dark areas; LEDs are solar powered, it only takes three hours to get enough energy for ten hours). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is the author’s central claim about LEDs? Use two details from the article to show how the author supports the claim.

The author’s claim about LEDs is that it could be the “future of lighting.” The tiny lights could appear anywhere such as on digital clocks, televisions and streetlights. LEDs are really small and extremely lightweight. LEDs are very useful. Even though they are small, you can still get a lot of use out of them.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the author’s central claim about LEDs is (Even though they are small, you can still get a lot of use out of them). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (The tiny lights could appear anywhere such as on digital clocks, televisions and streetlights and LEDs are really small and extremely lightweight). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
The author’s central claim about LEDs is that it’s better than a regular light bulb. For example, it says that LEDs can connect to Fabrics. Also, it’s portable. That’s the author’s central claim about LEDs.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the author’s central claim about LEDs is (it’s better then a regular light bulb). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (LED’s can connect to Fabrics and It’s portable). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is the author’s central claim about LEDs? Use two details from the article to show how the author supports the claim.

That there better than regular lights and saves more energy

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the author’s central claim about LEDs is (That there better than regular lights); however, this response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (saves more energy). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is the author’s central claim about LEDs? Use two details from the article to show how the author supports the claim.

The author’s central claim is to try and get the Huchiol to get light at least so they can work in the dark and not have to stop.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

The response provides one concrete detail from the text for support (to try and get the Huchiol to get light at least so they can work in the dark); however, no valid inference from the text is provided to explain what the author’s central claim about LEDs is. This response includes one complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
What is the author’s central claim about LEDs? Use two details from the article to show how the author supports the claim.

The author’s central claim about LEDs are tiny pieces of rock made up of molecules. Another thing is that they are tiny and extremely lightweight.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

The response provides one concrete detail from the text for support (they are tiny and extremely lightweight); however, no valid inference from the text is provided to explain what the author’s central claim about LEDs is. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is the author's central claim about LEDs? Use two details from the article to show how the author supports the claim.

The author supports the claim by trying to make the LEDs work with outside electricity for the light bulb to work up to 10 hours.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response is totally unintelligible (The author supports the claim by try to make the Leds work with outelectrivity for the light bulb to work up to 10 hours).
What is the author’s central claim about LEDs? Use two details from the article to show how the author supports the claim.

The author’s central claim about LEDs is These tiny lights appear in digital clock, television streetlights, and the blinking red lights on some sneakers. Another example is

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The author’s central claim about LEDs is These tiny lights appear in digital clock, television streetlights, and the blinking red lights on some sneakers. Another example is).
Excerpt from The Egypt Game

by Zilpha Keatley Snyder

All through the month of August, Melanie and April were together almost every day. They played the paper-families game and other games both in the Rosses’ apartment and in Caroline’s. They took Marshall for walks and to the park while Mrs. Ross was gone to her class, and almost every day they went to the library. It was in the library in August that the seeds were planted that grew into the Egypt Game in September in the Professor’s deserted yard.

It all started when April found a new book about Egypt, an especially interesting one about the life of a young pharaoh. She passed it on to Melanie, and with it a lot of her interest in all sorts of ancient stuff. Melanie was soon as fascinated by the valley of the Nile as April had been. Before long, with the help of a sympathetic librarian, they had found and read just about everything the library had to offer on Egypt—both fact and fiction.

They read about Egypt in the library during the day, and at home in the evening, and in bed late at night when they were supposed to be asleep. Then in the mornings while they helped each other with their chores they discussed the things they had found out. In a very short time they had accumulated all sorts of fascinating facts about tombs and temples, pharaohs and pyramids, mummies and monoliths, and dozens of other exotic topics. They decided that the Egyptians couldn’t have been more interesting if they had done it on purpose. Everything, from their love of beauty and mystery, to their fascinating habit of getting married when they were only eleven years old, made good stuff to talk about. By the end of the month, April and Melanie were beginning to work on their own alphabet of hieroglyphic for writing secret messages, and at the library they were beginning to be called the Egypt Girls.

But in between all the good times, both April and Melanie were spending some bad moments worrying about the beginning of school. April was worried because she knew from experience—lots of it—that it isn’t easy to face a new class in a new school. She didn’t admit it, not even to Melanie, but she was having nightmares about the first day of school. There were classroom nightmares, and schoolyard nightmares and principal’s office nightmares; but there was another kind, too, that had to do with an empty mailbox.

In the whole month of August she had had only one very short postcard from Dorothea.
Melanie was worried, too, but in a different way. School had always been easy for Melanie; and even though she wasn't the kind who got elected class president, she'd always had plenty of friends. But now there was April to think about.

April was the most exciting friend that Melanie had ever had. No one else knew about so many fascinating things, or could think up such marvelous things to do. With April, a walk to the library could become an exploration of a forbidden land, or a shiny pebble on the sidewalk could be a magic token from an invisible power. When April got that imagining gleam in her eye there was no telling what was going to happen next. Just about any interesting subject you could mention, April was sure to know a lot of weird and wonderful facts about it. And if she didn't, you could always count on her to make up a few, just to keep things going.

There was only one thing that April didn't seem to know much about—that was getting along with people. Most people, anyhow. With Melanie, April was herself, new and different from anyone, wild and daring and terribly brave. But with other people she was often quite different. With other kids she usually put on her Hollywood act, terribly grown-up and bored with everything. And with most grown-ups April's eyes got narrow and you couldn't believe a word she said.

Melanie had gone to Wilson School all her life, and she knew what it was like. There were all different kinds of kids at Wilson; kids who looked and talked all sorts of ways. Wilson was used to that. But there were some things that Wilson kids just wouldn't stand for, and Melanie was afraid that April's Hollywood act was one of them.

And Melanie wasn't entirely just guessing about how her schoolmates would react to April. A couple of times when April and Melanie had been at the library or in the park they'd run into some of the Wilson kids that Melanie knew; and you could see right away that April wasn't making the right kind of impression. And it was going to be worse at school, where every kid would feel duty bound to do his part in trimming the new kid down to size. Melanie had a feeling that April wasn't going to trim easily.
The idea of understanding other people is important in “Excerpt from *The Egypt Game*.” Why is understanding other people important to the story? How is this idea developed throughout the story? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain why understanding other people is important to the story
- explain how this idea is developed throughout the story
- use details from the story to support your response
Possible Exemplary Response:
In the story “Excerpt from The Egypt Game,” the idea of understanding people is important because it shows that when people are understood, they can be accepted. This idea is developed throughout the story. In the first three paragraphs, readers are introduced to two very close friends, Melanie and April. All through the month of August, the girls spend almost every day together. Through frequent trips to the library, they develop a shared interest in learning about ancient Egypt. Through this shared interest, readers understand the close bond that the girls have developed and recognize that Melanie is able to see a side of April that April doesn’t share with all people.

Beginning in paragraph 4, the author describes what both girls worry about as the beginning of the school year approaches. April is nervous about facing “a new class in a new school.” Melanie, on the other hand, is worried about April’s lack of ability to get along with other kids, kids who were different from her. According to Melanie, April would put on a “Hollywood act” around new people which didn’t always make “the right kind of impression.” However, Melanie knew that this wasn’t what April was really like. According to paragraph 6, “April was the most exciting friend that Melanie had ever had. . . .With April, a walk to the library could be a magic token from an invisible power.” Because Melanie had spent so much time with April, and had really gotten to know her as a person, she was able to overlook her “Hollywood act” and understand who she really was as a person. However, Melanie worried that if other kids at her school didn’t understand April like she did, they wouldn’t accept her.

Throughout the story, the reader is able to explore the idea of understanding others through Melanie and April’s friendship. Melanie’s understanding of April is important because it allows her to see past her “Hollywood act” and accept her for who she really is as a person.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 4-point holistic rubric.
In “Excerpt from The Egypt Game,” it is important to understand other people because it allows you to help them and respect/befriend them. This idea is developed in the story when Melanie understands April's fear of school and tries to find a way to help her.

It is important to understand other people because it allows you to help them, respect them, and befriend them. When Melanie became April's friend, she realized how April reacts to others. According to the excerpt, "There was only one thing that April didn't seem to know much about—that was getting along with people. But with other people, she was often quite different. With other kids she usually... [acts] terribly grown-up and bored with everything... There were some things that Wilson kids just wouldn't stand for, and Melanie was afraid that April's... act was one of them." This means that Melanie understands that it is hard for April to be herself and make friends with others. However, she understands that the kids in her, and her friend's future school, may not tolerate April's behavior, thus starting a possible conflict that Melanie needs to avoid.
The idea of understanding others is developed in the story when Melanie understands April's fear of going to a new school. Both Melanie and April understand how hard the first day in a new school can be. The excerpt states, "April was worried because she knew from experience—lots of it—that it isn't easy to face a new class in a new school. She didn't admit it, but she was having nightmares about the first day of school. But there were some things that Wilson kids just wouldn't stand for, and Melanie was afraid that April's act was one of them." This quote shows that Melanie understands April's fear of going to a new school since it is not easy to deal with. Even though she knows April's interests, she knows April's unfriendly act around others and fears that April's behavior will not be tolerated in the school because Melanie understands her schoolmates. Because of this, Melanie can see a huge conflict in April's life when entering the new school for the first time.

In conclusion, it is important to understand others for the benefits of helping them, respecting them (and getting respected in return), and befriending them. This is developed in the story when Melanie understands that the personalities of April and the schoolmates can cause a problem. Understanding others can allow Melanie to find a way to help April and to make more friends, even though Melanie already has a lot of friends.
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that is compelling and follows logically from the task and purpose (In “Excerpt from The Egypt Game,” it is important to understand other people because it allows you to help them and respect/befriend them. This idea is developed in the story when Melanie understands April’s fear of school and tries to find a way to help her). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the text (It is important to understand other people because it allows you to help them, respect them and befriend them; This means that Melanie understands that the kids in her and her friends future school, may not tolerate April’s behavior, thus starting a possible conflict that Melanie needs to avoid; The idea of understanding others is developed in the story when Melanie understands April’s fear of going to a new school; This quote shows that Melanie understands April’s fear of going to a new school; Even though she know’s April’s interests, she knows April’s unfriendly act around others and fears that April’s behavior will not be tolerated in the school). The topic is developed with the sustained use of varied, relevant evidence from the text (According to the excerpt, “There was only one thing that April didn’t seem to know much about – that was getting along with people. But with other people she was often quite different. With other kids she usually...[acts] terribly grown-up and bored with everything....There were some things that Wilson kids just wouldn’t stand for, and Melanie was afraid that April’s...act was one of them.”; The excerpt states, “April was worried because she knew from experience-lots of it- that it isn’t easy to face a new class in a new school; But there were some things that Wilson kids just wouldn’t stand for, and Melanie was afraid that April’s...act was one of the.”). Clear organization is exhibited by the skillful use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (because it allows you to, According to the excerpt, This means that, Both, The excerpt states, but there were, This quote shows that, Because of this, In conclusion). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate and stylistically sophisticated language with a notable sense of voice (respect/befriend, find a way to help her, may not tolerate April’s behavior, starting a possible conflict, unfriendly act, school mates, personalities of April). The response provides a concluding statement that is compelling and follows clearly from the topic and information presented [In conclusion, it is important to understand others for the benefits of helping them, respecting them (and getting respect in return), and befriending them. This is developed in the story when Melanie understands that the personalities of April and the schoolmates can cause a problem]. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors.
Understanding people is important in “Excerpt from The Egypt Game.” Why is understanding other people important to the story? How is this idea developed throughout the story? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain why understanding other people is important to the story
- explain how this idea is developed throughout the story
- use details from the story to support your response

In “Excerpt from The Egypt Game,” the author gives us a tale of two best friends who love Egypt. But their Egyptian days are coming to an end as school arrives. While both girls have their fears of the first day of school, they are widely different. This excerpt has shown the reader why understanding people is important through the development of the story.

The development of the story is the supplement to this central theme. The development first starts off with April and Melanie both loving Egypt and wanting to know more about it. They then talk about each girl’s fears about going to school, like the text says, “April
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (This excerpt has shown the reader why understanding people is important through the development of the story; The development first starts off with April and Melanie both loving Egypt and wanting to know more about it). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the text (They then talk about each girls’ fears about going to school; April is scared of going to a new class in a new school because of experience; This is why we need to understand each other, to stop jumpin to conclusions and making assumptions). The topic is developed with relevant evidence from the text (“April and Melanie were spending some bad moments worrying about the beginning of the school.”; “She (April) didn’t admit it, not even to Melanie, but she was having nightmares.” Melanie doesn’t know this of her experience. She thinks April does it for no reason. This is why we need to understand each other, to stop jumpin to conclusions and making assumptions. Understanding people is a way to show trust, and show your vulnerability. To show you are trustworthy.

Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (This excerpt has shown the reader why understanding people is important through the development of the story; The development first starts off with April and Melanie both loving Egypt and wanting to know more about it). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the text (They then talk about each girls’ fears about going to school; April is scared of going to a new class in a new school because of experience; This is why we need to understand each other, to stop jumpin to conclusions and making assumptions). The topic is developed with relevant evidence from the text (“April and Melanie were spending some bad moments worrying about the beginning of the school.”; “She (April) didn’t admit it, not even to Melanie, but she was having nightmares.”). Clear organization is exhibited by the skillful use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (But, While both, This excerpt, first starts off with, because of, whenever, This is why). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate and domain-specific vocabulary (But their Egyptian days are coming to an end when school arrives, a tale of two best friends, fears of the first day, widely different). The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (Understanding people is a way to show trust, and show your vulnerability. To show you are trustworthy). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (jumpin).
In "Excerpt from The Egypt Game," the characters understand each other and other people. Being able to understand others is very important to the story.

Being able to understand other people is important to the story because it helps to create friendships. Also, it makes you understand what a person is or isn't able to do. Line 57 states, "Melanie had a feeling that April wasn't going to trim easily." It's important to the story because it shows how well you could know someone.

Throughout the story, this idea is developed by both girls forming a bond through mutual interests and knowing one another's personality.
Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows logically from the task and purpose (In “Excerpt from the Egypt Game” the characters understand each other and other people.). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the text (Being able to understand other people is very important to the story because it helps to create friendships. Also it makes you understand what a person is or isn’t able to do; it shows how well you could know someone; Being able to understand others is very important to the story; Throughout the story, this idea is developed by both girls forming a bond through mutual interests and knowing one another’s personality; understanding April, Melanie knew how to work a friendship with her). The topic is developed with relevant evidence from the text (“Melanie had a feeling that April wasn’t going to trim easily.”; “Melanie was soon as fascinated by the valley of the Nile as April had been”; April did not get along with others). Clear organization is exhibited by the skilful use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (because, Also, Throughout the story, Since, Overall). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary with a notable sense of voice. The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (Overall, understanding others is an important thing in the story. It helped develop a friendship and helped Melanie to predict others interpretation of April). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors that do not hinder comprehension (Excerpt, important, friendship).
Understanding people is important in "Excerpt from The Egypt Game." Why is understanding other people important to the story? How is this idea developed throughout the story? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain why understanding other people is important to the story
- explain how this idea is developed throughout the story
- use details from the story to support your response

In general, understanding others is very important. In the Excerpt from The Egypt Game, it is conveyed numerous times throughout the story between two characters, April and Melanie. First of all, in order for you to be a stable person is to understand others. Melanie and April do this with one another while sharing common interests, such as Egypt. For example, April found a new book about Egypt, an especially easy-interesting one... She passed it on to Melanie... Melanie was soon fascinated... (Lines 7-9.) Melanie understood April's interest of Egypt, and started becoming fascinated. This shows their very sturdy relationship between themselves through understanding. Then, personality...
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (In general, understanding others is very important. In the “Excerpt from The Egypt Game,” it is conveyed numerously throughot the story between two characters, April & Melanie). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the text (in order for you to be a stable person is to understand others. Melanie And April do this with on another while showing common(a) interest(s) such as Egypt: This shows their very sturdy relationship between themselves, through understanding; Then personality comes into play. April acts differently around Melanie because they got used to and understand eachothers personality and qualities). The topic is developed with relevant details from the text (“...April found a new book about Egypt, on especially easy interesting one...She passed it on to Melanie...Melanie was soon fascinated...”; “With Melanie, April was herself, new and different from everyone...”). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (In general, First of all, in order for you, For example, Then, As you can see). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary (conveyed, showing common interest, fascinated, sturdy relationship, personality comes into play). The response provides a concluding statement that is compelling and follows clearly from the topic and information presented (As you can see, understanding someone is the key to being a good friend to someone. April and Melanie both understood each other which created their balanced friendship between them). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors that do not hinder comprehension (eachothers, throughot).
Understanding people is important in “Excerpt from The Egypt Game.” Why is understanding other people important to the story? How is this idea developed throughout the story? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain why understanding other people is important to the story
- explain how this idea is developed throughout the story
- use details from the story to support your response

Understanding people is important in “Excerpt from The Egypt Game.” This idea is developed throughout the story.

Understanding other people is important to the story because it builds up the points of views of the characters. It also helped them find a common interest. For example, Melanie understood April which helped her create a point of view on how school will go for her. According to the text, “April didn’t seem to know much about— that was getting along with people.” The text also states that “with other kids she usually put on her Hollywood act, terribly grown-up and bored with everything… Melanie had a feeling that”
April wasn’t going to trim easily.” As you can see, Melanie understood April and was able to learn about her personality and have a point of view on her first day of school. April and Melanie also understood each other when they help each other in the mornings and discuss what they found out.

In conclusion, understanding people is important in this excerpt. This idea is developed throughout the story using the point of view of the characters and the common interest they share and understand each other on which is Egypt.

Score Point 3 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (Understanding people is important in “Excerpt from The Egypt Game” and This idea is developed throughout the story). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the text (Melanie understood April which helped her create a point of view on how school will go for her; Melanie understood April and was able to learn about her personality and have a point of view on her first day of school). The topic is developed with relevant facts and details from the text (“April didn’t seem to know much about – that was getting along with people.”; “with other kids she usually put on her Hollywood act, terribly grown-up and bored with everything... Melanie had a feeling that April wasn’t going to trim easily”). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (This, It also, which, According to, also, was able to, In conclusion). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary (builds up the points of view, common interest, personality). The response provides a concluding statement which follows from the topic and information presented (In conclusion, understanding people is important in this excerpt. This idea is developed throughout the story using the point of view of the characters and the common interest they share and understand each other on which is Egypt). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors that do not hinder comprehension (excerpt, Egypt).
Understanding people is important in "Excerpt from The Egypt Game." Why is understanding other people important to the story? How is this idea developed throughout the story? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain why understanding other people is important to the story
- explain how this idea is developed throughout the story
- use details from the story to support your response

How would you feel if someone didn't understand you? Well, in the "Excerpt from The Egypt Game," it's the opposite. This excerpt shows how important understanding is and how important understanding people is an important aspect of friendship.

Understanding others is important to the Excerpt from The Egypt Game, because the Wilson kids don't actually understand or know April like Melanie did. As an example, in lines 43-49, it states, "With Melanie, April was herself, new and different; from anyone wild and daring and terribly brave. This shows how Melanie..."
Understood April so well that she saw a different side of her. Also, in lines 45-46, it states "with other kids she usually puts on her Hollywood act, terribly grown-up and bored with everything. This shows that April was afraid to show who she really is due to the fact people wouldn't understand her. In conclusion, understanding people helps others know them.

The idea of understanding people is shown through April's and Melanie's friendship. One example is in lines 50-51, it states "There were just some things Wilson kids wouldn't stand for and Melanie was afraid that April's Hollywood Act was one of them." This shows that Melanie understood April and the Wilson kids so she wanted to protect her in a way. Also, in lines 57, it states that "Melanie had a feeling that April wasn't going to fit in easily." This shows that April would end up showing herself to others like she shows herself to Melanie. In conclusion, friendship develops the idea of understanding people. In conclusion, understanding a person helps knowing people.
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (This Excerpt it show how important understanding is and the idea of understandment is built on friendship. Understanding people is an important aspect of friendship). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the text (This shows how Melanie understood April so well that she saw a different side of her; This shows that April was afraid to show who she really is due to the fact people wouldn’t understand her; This shows that Melanie understood April and the Wilson kids so she wanted to protect her in a way). The topic is developed with relevant facts and details from the text (‘‘with Melanie, April was herself, new and different from anyone wild and daring and terribly brave.’’; with other kids she usually puts on her Hollywood act, terribly grown-up and bored with everything; ‘‘There were Just some things Wilson kids wouldn’t stand for and Melanie was afraid that April’s Hollywood Act was one of them’’; ‘‘Melanie had a feeling that April wasn’t going to trim easily’’). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (This shows, Also, In conclusion). A formal style is established and maintained and a concluding statement follows generally from the topic and information presented (In conclusion friendship develops the idea of understand people. In conclusion, understand a person helps knowing people). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (This Excerpt it show how, understandment, The idea of her understand people, understand).
Today, I read a passage called "Excerpt from the Egypt Game." This story is about how in the summer, a girl named Melanie met her new best friend, April, and these two get obsessed with the history and people of Egypt. April gets worried because she's starting new classes at Melanie's school. Melanie is also scared but only because she doesn't know how her classmates will react to April.

While I was reading this passage, I felt like understanding people was very important to the story. I started believing this more towards the end of the story, when readers learn that around other people, April puts on this Hollywood act where acts grown up and boxed.

Melanie does mention that her classmates don't really stand for people that do the "Hollywood Act." When I saw that Melanie mentioned that, that is where I
This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (I felt like understanding people was very important to the story). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the text (This story is about how in the summer a girl named Melanie met her new best friend, April and these two get obsessed with the history and people of Egypt; When I saw that Melanie mentioned that, that is where I got the whole idea of understanding people). The topic is partially developed with the use of relevant evidence, with some inconsistency (April puts on this Hollywood Act where acts grown up and bored; her classmates don’t really stand for people that do the “Hollywood Act”). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (Today, This, While, that is where I, In conclusion). This response provides a concluding statement that follows generally from the topic and information presented (In conclusion, understanding people is a very big part in this story. From April and Melanie understanding the people of Egypt to Melanie’s classmates understanding April). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (where acts).
Understanding people is important in "Excerpt from The Egypt Game." Why is understanding other people important to the story? How is this idea developed throughout the story? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain why understanding other people is important to the story
- explain how this idea is developed throughout the story
- use details from the story to support your response

Yet understanding people is important. You have to look at their feelings. Not just yours. Like April and even Melanie.

April was scared about her new class. She didn’t even meet the people yet. They could be a really good friend. Online it means "that it isn’t easy to face a new class in a new school." April doesn’t understand the people or kids. Melanie really didn’t understand April. She always thought she would be bad in front of her friends. Online it mentions "Melanie had a feeling that April wasn’t going to trim easily." She never asked April if she could not do all the embarrassing stuff in front of her friends. Then April would have stopped. But Melanie never asked and kept on worrying about
April going to her school. This is why you should always understand other people and your friends. Trust in your friends. And if you do trust in your friends that when they’re your real friends. Never be scared of a new class in a new school. You could always make new friends like you did in your other schools.

Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Yes understanding people is important. You have to look at their feelings. Not just yours. Like April did. Even Melanie). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the text (April was scared about her new class. She didn’t even meet the people yet; April doesn’t understand the people or kids. Melanie really didn’t understand April; She never asked April if she could not do all the embrossing stuff in front of her friends). The topic is partially developed with the use of relevant evidence, with inconsistency (“that it isn’t easy to face a new class in a new school.”; “Melanie had a feeling that April wasn’t going to trim easily.”). The response exhibits some attempt at organization, with inconsistent use of transitions (On line, Then, This is why). This response provides a concluding statement or section that follows generally from the topic and information presented (This is why you should always understand other people and your friends. Trust in your friends. And if you do trust in your friends that when they’re your real friends). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors (embrossing, wasn’t, Wever).
Understanding people is important in "Excerpt from The Egypt Game." Why is understanding other people important to the story? How is this idea developed throughout the story? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain why understanding other people is important to the story
- explain how this idea is developed throughout the story
- use details from the story to support your response

Understanding people is important in "Excerpt from The Egypt Game." The understanding of other people is important to the story because this helps the characters in the story develop.

The understanding of other people is important to the story "The Egypt Game" because it helps, but sometimes doesn't help the characters develop. The text states, "But there were somethings that the Wilson kids just wouldn't stand for, and Melanie was afraid that April's Hollywood Act was one them. This shows that the kids at Wilson would not want to..."
This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Understanding people is important in “Excerpt from The Egypt Game. The understanding of other people is important the story because this helps the characters in the story develop). The response demonstrates little comprehension of the text (The understanding of other people is important to the story “The Egypt Game” because it helps but sometime doesn’t help the characters develop; This shows that the kids at Wilson would not want to understand April’s hollywood act; She has trouble making friend because of her “Hollywood Act”). The topic is partially developed with the use of relevant evidence, with inconsistency (“But there were somethings that the Wilson kids just wouldn’t stand for and Melanie was afraid that April’s Hollywood Act was one them”). The response exhibits some attempt at organization, with inconsistent use of transitions (because, The text states, But, This shows). This response provides a concluding statement or section that follows generally from the topic and information presented (The shows how the understanding of other people is important to the story. It also shows how this idea develop the story it self). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (somethings, The shows, trying to making, how this idea develop the story it self).
Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose ("To understanding other people is important to the story and this idea is developed throughout the the story is to tell more about the story and say more the story"). The response demonstrates little understanding of the text (because to understanding the people says to you what their life in school). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence, some of which is generally invalid or irrelevant (Melanie had a feeling that feeling that April wasn’t going to trim easily). The response exhibits some attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors (To understanding other people, say more the story, the people says to you).
In “Excerpt from The Egypt Game” it is important to understand other people and develop an idea.

Understanding other people is important because you can know what they are trying to say or do. For example, April and Melanie use hieroglyphics to write each other secret messages to each other.

On the other hand, developing an idea is important because you can visualize them going to the library and having fun.

In concluding, having an understanding and idea about the story can help you read better.

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that does not follow logically from the task and purpose (In “Excerpt from the Egypt Game” it is important to understand other people and develop an idea). The response demonstrates little understanding of the text (Understanding other people is important because you can know what they are trying to say or do; developing an idea is important because you can visualize them going to the library and having fun). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence, some of which is generally invalid or irrelevant (April and Melanie use hieroglyphics to write each other secret messages to each other). The response exhibits some attempt at organization; however, it provides a concluding statement that is illogical (In concluding having and understanding and idea about the story can help you read better). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors (vizulize; concluding having and understanding and idea).
I read an excerpt from "The Egypt Game". It's important to understand people in the story because people might something completely opposite of the other person. The ideas is formed from people who don’t want to share the things they’re hiding.

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)
This response introduces a topic in a manner that does not logically follow from the task and purpose (I read an excerpt from “The Egypt Game”. It’s important to understand people in the story because people might something completely opposite of the other person). The response demonstrates little understanding of the text (The ideas is formed from people who don’t want to share the things they’re hiding). This response provides no evidence. The response exhibits little attempt at organization, and no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors.
Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of understanding of the text and task (TO UNURSTAD THE CAKERT BETTR). No evidence is provided. This response exhibits no evidence of organization. This response is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.
Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of understanding of the text and task (Why was April acting weird with other People but not Melanie?). No evidence is provided. This response exhibits no evidence of organization. This response is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.
How I Lost My Station in Life

by E.L. Konigsburg

Although there were occasions, like music days, when I did not enjoy school, I always enjoyed—really, really enjoyed—being the baby of the family. There were only two of us. Although Harriett was smart and responsible, these things were expected of her, for she was the older sister. The baby of the family is never expected to do things as well as the older ones do and when you are the baby of the family, they are all the older ones. The baby of the family is always in training. She gets the kind of attention that is something between being a daughter and being a household pet. And she feels slightly adorable even when she isn’t. There is an unexpected quality to everything you do when you are the baby of the family.

Phoenixville was a mill town. The mill was called Ajax. I don’t know what was manufactured there, but I do know that when the mill closed down, people stopped buying dresses and dry goods. My parents had to close up shop, and we had to move from over the store.

I was in the middle of fifth grade. I was in the middle of learning about decimals in math and in the middle of learning about the middle of Europe in geography. Before we left, my school principal gave my mother two envelopes for my new school principal. One had my school records and the other had a “To Whom It May Concern” letter. My mother never let me see that letter because it contained my IQ and standard test scores, which were big secrets back then, especially to the person whom they most concerned—me. I had overheard my mother and father whispering about that letter, and I knew they were proud of whatever it said.

We packed up the family Plymouth four-door and went west, all across the width of Pennsylvania, and moved in with Aunt Rozella in Youngstown, Ohio.

Compared to Phoenixville, Youngstown was big. Last year’s geography book printed Youngstown in boldface and gave it four lines of text. Phoenixville was not even mentioned.

Compared to our place over the store, Aunt Rozella’s house was big. Aunt Rozella’s husband was so successful that I was sure that if he ever appeared in a textbook, Uncle Iz would be printed in boldface and be given at least four lines.

Although this was to be only a temporary arrangement until we could find affordable housing, I think my mother did not like being beholden to her younger sister; and I think
having a whole family move in must have felt like a minor invasion to Aunt Ro. She had a big house, yes, but she had her own uses for it. There was Aunt Ro herself, Uncle Iz, Dorothy, their live-in maid, and their adorable little boy, my cousin Morley. Morley was smart for his age—not smart enough to get As in school, but only because he was too young to go.

Except for Morley, who paid attention to no one, and my father, who was on the road in the Plymouth four-door, none of us was very comfortable during the week in Aunt Ro’s big house with the live-in maid.

Weekends were another matter. On weekends we went to Farrell, just over the state line in Pennsylvania, where my father would meet us. There we stayed with my father’s sister. Aunt Wilma worked in a bakery, and she lived over the store, and her children—she had two—were older than I was, older than Harriett, and one of them was old enough to drive us from Youngstown to Farrell. At Aunt Wilma’s we were much more crowded and much more comfortable.

But on Mondays it was back to Youngstown.

Right across the street from Aunt Rozella’s house was Warren G. Harding Elementary School, and a few blocks farther on was Rayen High, the only public high school on the entire Northside. A lot of kids from lesser neighborhoods went there. Harriett registered at Rayen. Once enrolled, she could remain there even after we found affordable housing.

Warren G. Harding Elementary School, on the other hand, did not have kids from lesser neighborhoods; so when my mother marched across the street to register me for the fifth grade, she knew that I would not be there when we moved into our affordable housing in a lesser neighborhood. I would be there for a few weeks at most. It was the time of year between the end of Christmas break and the start of a new semester, and both Mom and Dad had promised that by the start of the new semester, we would leave Aunt Ro’s. So even though my mother knew that going to Harding would be a temporary thing, she took that “To Whom It May Concern” letter over to the principal and enrolled me in their fifth grade.

By this time I had observed that my cousin Morley, who paid attention to no one, needed a lot of attention himself. Furthermore, whenever attention was to be paid, he always needed to be the center of it. I had also observed that as adorable as he was, when Morley didn’t get his way, he was not. Furthermore, as the new family pet, he was treated as extremely adorable even when he wasn’t even slightly.

As long as we lived at Aunt Ro’s, I would be expected to do things as well as the older ones because I was one of them now. As long as we lived at Aunt Ro’s, I would have to make do with only one of my two best things; and that was getting As.
Possible Exemplary Response:
Line 46 in the story “How I Lost My Station in Life” states “But on Mondays it was back to Youngstown.” This line affects the reader’s understanding of the story by reinforcing the idea that the narrator and her family plan to make Youngstown their permanent home, despite the fact that they are so uncomfortable staying at their Aunt Ro and Uncle Iz’s house. In lines 37 through 45, the narrator contrasts how she and her family feel staying in Youngstown and how they feel staying at her Aunt Wilma’s on weekends across the state line in Pennsylvania. “. . . none of us was very comfortable during the week in Aunt Ro’s big house with the live-in maid . . . At Aunt Wilma’s we were much more crowded and much more comfortable.” Even though the family was happier staying in Pennsylvania, on Mondays the narrator and her family would reluctantly return to Youngstown. The ideas in Line 46 are also reinforced by the narrator’s discussion of attending school in Youngstown, which shows that the family is making Youngstown their permanent home: “Once enrolled, she could remain there even after we found affordable housing” (line 50).

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
How does line 46 affect the reader's understanding of the story? Use two details from “How I Lost My Station in Life” to support your response.

In line 46, it says, “But on Mondays, it was back to Youngstown.” This affects the reader's understanding of the story because the main protagonist or narrator means this in a negative matter. Like they do not want to go back to Youngstown with their Aunt Rozella. They do not want to go there because it says, “None of us was very comfortable during the week in Aunt Rozella’s big-house with the live-in-maid.” Therefore, the narrator did not want to go to their Aunts house which made them hesitant to stay at Aunt Wilma’s house because they felt more comfortable. Weekends were another matter. On weekends we went to Farrell just over the state line in Pennsylvania, where my father would meet us, there we stayed with my father’s sister, Aunt Wilma. Worked in a bakery. This shows the uncomfortability of living at Aunt Rozella’s house and the comfortability of staying at Aunt Wilma. This is why this can affect the reader's understanding of the story.
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how line 46 affects the reader’s understanding of the story (because the main protagonist or Narrator means this in a negative matter). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“None of us was very comfortable during the week in Aunt Ro’s big-house, with the live-in-Maid.” Therefore the Narrator did not want to go to their Aunts house and “Weekends were another Matter. On weekends we went to Farell, just over the state line in Pennysylvania, where my father would meet us. There we stayed with my fathers sister. Aunt Wilma worked in a bakery.” This shows the uncomfortability of living at Aunt Rozella’s house and the comfortability of staying at Aunt Wilmas). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does line 46 affect the reader’s understanding of the story? Use two details from “How I Lost My Station in Life” to support your response.

How does line 46 affect the reader’s understanding of the story? Because of the way it was written, it shows that the family didn’t want to go back to Aunt Rozella’s house.

Two evidences to support my claim is: “At Aunt Wilma’s we were much more crowded and much more comfortable,” and “none of us was very comfortable during the week in Aunt Ro’s big house with the live-in maid.” These two evidences shows some clues of which the family didn’t like living with Aunt Rozella, and wouldn’t go back if they have had other options at the time.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how line 46 affects the reader’s understanding of the story (because of the way it was written, it shows that the family didn’t want to go back to Aunt Rozella’s house). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“At Aunt Wilma’s we were much more crowded and much more comfortable,” and “none of us was very comfortable during the week in Aunt Ro’s big house with the live-in maid.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does line 46 affect the reader’s understanding of the story? Use two details from “How I Lost My Station in Life” to support your response.

Line 46 in the story helps the reader achieve better understanding of the story. It creates a sense of dread and disappointment. At Aunt Wilma’s the family is far more comfortable, than at Aunt Ro’s. “She had a big house, yes, but she had other uses for it.” The narrator informs the reader that the spacious house that Aunt Ro has is vastly different from the comfortable home of Aunt Wilma. “At Aunt Wilma’s we were much more crowded and much more comfortable.” That’s how line 46 gave us more insight into the story.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how line 46 affects the reader’s understanding of the story (It creates a sense of dread and disappointment). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (At Aunt Wilma’s the family is far more comfortable, than at Aunt Ro’s; “She had a big house, yes, but she had other uses for it.”; “At Aunt Wilma’s we were much more crowded and much more comfortable.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does line 46 affect the reader’s understanding of the story? Use two details from “How I Lost My Station in Life” to support your response.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how line 46 affects the reader’s understanding of the story (because it gives a feeling that this family has to move a lot); however, this response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (The family was already at the narrators aunt’s house for the weekends but every Monday they would have to go back to Youngstown). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does line 46 affect the reader’s understanding of the story? Use two details from “How I Lost My Station in Life” to support your response.

It affects the reader’s understanding, because the reader now knows that the family travels a lot. Every week they switch states and switch houses.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides some relevant information from the text (Every week they switch states and switch houses); however, no valid inference from the text is provided to explain how line 46 affects the reader’s understanding of the story. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does line 46 affect the reader’s understanding of the story? Use two details from “How I Lost My Station in Life” to support your response.

The line 46 affects the understanding of the story because now we know that she is going to be uncomfortable.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how line 46 affects the reader’s understanding of the story (because now we know that she is going to be uncomfortable); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes one complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
How does line 46 affect the reader's understanding of the story? Use two details from “How I Lost My Station in Life” to support your response.

The line 46 affects the story because the setting affects it more. The story was more talking about the setting or the story.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The line 46 affects the story because the setting affects it more. The story was more talking about the setting or the story).
How does line 46 affect the reader's understanding of the story? Use two details from “How I Lost My Station in Life” to support your response.

It is probably touching he/she in the heart.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (It is probably touching he/she in the heart).
Possible Exemplary Response:

In the story “How I Lost My Station in Life,” Morley is important because he helps the narrator develop a deeper understanding of herself and her role in the family, and also because he is the cause as to why the narrator is no longer viewed or treated as the “baby” of the family. By observing Morley’s behavior and his interactions with others, she is able to see her previous standing as the “baby” of the family from a different perspective. She realizes that her own position in the family is changing given her new situation living with her aunt and uncle.

In the first paragraph of the story, the narrator relishes in her role as “the baby”: “I always enjoyed—really, really enjoyed—being the baby of the family. . . . The baby of the family is never expected to do things as well as the older ones do. . . . The baby of the family is always in training. She gets the kind of attention that is something between being a daughter and being a household pet. And she feels slightly adorable even when she isn’t.” In the final paragraphs of the story, after closely observing her cousin, the narrator makes the difficult realization that things have changed for her. Jealous of her cousin, who always needed to be the center of attention and who “was treated as extremely adorable even when he wasn’t even slightly,” the narrator quickly realizes that she “would be expected to do things as well as the older ones because [she] was one of them now.”

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
Why is Morley important to the narrator’s understanding of herself? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Morley is important to the narrator’s understanding of herself because he makes her realize what being the older one in the family feels like. A quote that supports this is, “There is an unexpected quality to everything you do when you are the baby of the family.” This shows that the narrator is used to and loves the feeling of being the baby of the family. Another quote that supports the claim is, “Furthermore, as the new family pet, he was treated as extremely adorable even when he wasn’t even slightly.” This quote shows that because Morley is the baby of his family, he always needs all of the attention.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that explains why Morley is important to the narrator’s understanding of herself (because he makes her realize what being the older one in the family feels like). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“There is an unexpected quality to everything you do when you are the baby of the family.” and “Furthermore, as the new family pet, he was treated as extremely adorable even when he wasn’t even slightly.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Why is Morley important to the narrator's understanding of herself? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Morley is important for me understanding because it shows the narrator how much she got used to being a baby, and how much she loved it. "... I had observed that my cousin Morley, who paid attention to no one, needed a lot of attention himself." You can sense a bit of hatred and jealousy when the narrator says this. "I always enjoyed – really, really enjoyed – being the baby of the family.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that explains why Morley is important to the narrator’s understanding of herself (because it shows the narrator how much she got used to being a baby, and how much she loved it). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt ("... I had observed that my cousin Morley, who paid attention to no one, needed a lot of attention himself." and "I always enjoyed – really, really enjoyed – being the baby of the family). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that explains why Morley is important to the narrator’s understanding of herself (because the narrator used to be the “baby” of the family). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (But now Morley is the baby of the family and the narrator saw where she used to stand in her family and The narrator also has the role of one of the older siblings that she never used to have). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that explains why Morley is important to the narrator’s understanding of herself (morley is smart just like her); however, the response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (he/she is his/her cousin). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt ("their adorable little boy, my cousin Morley." and "Morley was smart for his age- not smart enough to get A’s in school."); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain why Morley is important to the narrator’s understanding of herself. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Why is Morley important to the narrator’s understanding of herself? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Morley is important because it shows the narrator that she/he is more comfortable when being the younger child. The narrator feels much less comfortable when he is with Morley because he/she now becomes one of the big kids with more responsibility.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that explains why Morley is important to the narrator’s understanding of herself (because it shows the narrator that she/he is more comfortable when being the younger child); however, the response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (The narrator feels much less comfortable when he is with Morley because he/she now becomes one of the big kids with more responsibility). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Morley is important to the narrator’s understanding of herself because the narrator talks different about her and says different things).
Why is Morley important to the narrator’s understanding of herself? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Because Morley is like one of the main characters so it is important to the narrator’s understanding of herself.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Because Morley is like one of the main characters so it is important to the narrator’s understanding of herself).
Food Fakeout!

by Matthew Hutson

The craziest things can cause you to overeat or think your food is healthier than it is. Take this quiz to test your smarts.

1. Pick the glass that holds more soda.
   ○ A  ○ B  ○ SAME

2. You’re out to eat. When you order an entrée you receive a single serving.
   ○ TRUE  ○ FALSE

3. Which has more sugar?
   ○ TWO CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES
   ○ A PACKET OF WHOLE-GRAIN FRUIT GRANOLA BARS

The answers are:
1. They hold the same amount.
2. False
3. The granola bars have more sugar.

So How’d You Do?

Don’t worry if you didn’t ace the quiz, because this story wouldn’t exist if we expected you to get those questions right. They’re tricky. And so are all the little things in your environment that are causing you to eat too much in one sitting or think unhealthy food is good for you. Let us explain.

Good nutrition is not only about choosing what to eat, but also about when to eat and how much to eat. So you’re not just deciding between choco puffs and corn flakes. You also have to pick a bowl, decide when to stop pouring into it, and choose whether or not to add more sugar.
You make 200 of these food decisions a day, according to Brian Wansink, the head of Cornell University’s Food and Brand Lab. You may be aware of only 25. The rest are unconscious. And almost all are influenced by sneaky factors, from the commercials you see on TV to the label on the package. Very few are influenced by actual hunger.

So how can you get the power back over these decisions, so that you’re making the healthiest choices possible? Read on as we explain each quiz question. You’ll learn a little something about picking foods that will truly fuel your body best—and how to serve yourself a portion that won’t give you a stomachache afterward.

**TRICKY TRUTH #1: PLATE SIZE MATTERS**

*What was so tricky about judging how much those glasses hold?* Short, wide things can look smaller than tall, skinny things, even if they have more volume. That means you’re more likely to serve too much into a wide glass or dish.

![Plate size comparison](image)

Plate size matters too. With a big plate or bowl, a normal-size portion looks smaller in comparison. (See for yourself in the images above.) That means you’re going to serve yourself more food to fill it up. In one experiment, people scooped—and ate—a fifth more ice cream with a 24-ounce bowl than with a 16-ounce bowl.

**BE FOOLPROOF:** Pay attention to portion size, and don’t just load your bowl, plate, or glass to capacity. Remember, you can always get seconds if one serving doesn’t fill you up!

**TRICKY TRUTH #2: TOO MANY SERVINGS**

*Now you know the truth. Your entrée can actually have up to 3.5 servings!* That’s because restaurants and food companies keep making their products larger without telling you that all that food is not meant to be eaten in one sitting. Don’t believe it? The biggest soda on the McDonald’s menu when the chain opened in 1940 was 7 ounces. Today the restaurant’s small is 16 ounces!

Another sneaky way we end up eating too much: Research shows that when a lot of cookies or pretzels are pictured on a package, people eat more of them, because the image guides their sense of how many it’s appropriate to devour at one time.
BE FOOLPROOF: “Always order the small when you’re out. It’s going to be big anyway,” says nutritionist Lisa Young, author of The Portion Teller. And at home, check the serving size on the back of the bag or box, then put that much in a baggie or bowl.

TRICKY TRUTH #3: LABELS ARE TRICKY

Yes, in this comparison, the cookies actually have less sugar. But that doesn’t mean you should eat more cookies. It just means you should be careful with products that claim to be healthy, or that you associate with “healthy” brands. They may not fuel you the way you think they will.

This is what’s called the halo effect: When something has one good quality (“whole-grain”) or a positive rep (granola), it shines like a halo—and we think everything else about it is grand.

Want another example? Say you’re at a “healthy” smoothie shop and see a berry shake that’s labeled “low-fat and all-natural.” So you say, “Cool! I’ll get the extra large!” And then you order your smoothie . . . a snack that has almost a day’s worth of sugar and more calories than a fast-food meal.

BE FOOLPROOF: Don’t make decisions on autopilot! Sometimes just stopping to think (for example: Could this “healthy” chain restaurant’s Philly cheesesteak really be as good for me as its lean turkey sandwich?) will help. And when in doubt about those “all-natural” chips or “organic” frozen meals? Check the nutrition label. “If it’s high in calories, then chances are it’s going to be high in fat and sugar too,” says Young.

MORE CRAZY THINGS THAT AFFECT HOW MUCH YOU EAT!

• LIGHTING AND NOISE. Bright lights and loud music make you eat faster. By the time the message that you’re full gets from your stomach to your brain, you’ve already overdone it. Sit back, relax, and enjoy your meal.

• TV AND FRIENDS. If you’re distracted, you’ll eat more. This is partly because you won’t remember how much you’ve already had. (Patients with amnesia can eat one dinner after another if told repeatedly that it’s dinnertime.)

• SCRAPES. Research shows that if you eat things that leave evidence—say, chicken wings or individually wrapped candies—the remainders will remind you of how much you’ve had, and keep you from overindulging.
What is a central idea of “Food Fakeout!”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Possible Exemplary Response:
The central idea of the article “Food Fakeout!” is that it can sometimes be tricky and difficult to make healthy decisions about what and how much to eat. For example, as the section “Tricky Truth #1: Plate Size Matters” states, we can sometimes be deceived into serving ourselves too much food or drink based on the size of the container. According to this section, “With a big plate or bowl, a normal-size portion looks smaller in comparison . . . . That means you’re going to serve yourself more food to fill it up.” In addition, we often end up with an unhealthy understanding of serving size based on the serving size provided at restaurants or the amount of food pictured on a food package. In the section “Tricky Truth #3: Labels are Tricky,” the author describes “the halo effect” which means that “when something has one good quality (‘whole-grain’) or a positive rep (granola), it shines like a halo—and we think everything else about it is grand.” These are just several examples of how we can easily be deceived into making poor choices about our eating habits.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that identifies a central idea of “Food Fakeout!” (to be careful and wary of what and how you eat because there are many deceitful factors out there that can lead you into eating in an unhealthy fashion). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“With a big plate or bowl, a normal-size portion looks smaller in comparison” and “Pay attention to portion size, and don’t just load your bowl, plate, or glass to capacity”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a central idea of “Food Fakeout!”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The central idea of “Food Fakeout!” is about people eating more than the portion they are supposed to eat and a better way to balance your food. In the text it states “good nutrition is not only about choosing what to eat, but also about when to eat and how much to eat.” This explains that just eating right doesn’t help but also the time to eat and how much we eat matters. In the text it also states “Today the restaurants small is 16 ounces.” This explains that the amount restaurants are serving is too much.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that identifies a central idea of “Food Fakeout!” (people eating more than the portion they are supposed to eat and a better way to balance your food). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Good nutrition is not only about choosing what to eat, but also about when to eat and how much to eat.” and “Today the restaurants small is 16 ounces.”). This explains that the amount restaurants are serving is too much). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a central idea of “Food Fakeout!”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The central idea of Food Fakeout is to just basically be smart about how you eat and to be foolproof. I can prove this because in the text it states “Sometimes just stopping to think (for example: could this “healthy” chain restaurants Philly cheesesteak really be as good for me as it’s lean turkey sandwich) will help.” It also says “It just means you should be careful with products that claim to be healthy, or that you associate with healthy brands.”

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that identifies a central idea of “Food Fakeout!” (just basically be smart about how you eat and to be foolproof). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt [“Sometimes just stopping to think (for example: could this “healthy” chain restaurants Philly cheesesteak really be as good for me as it’s lean turkey sandwich) will help” and “It just means you should be careful with products that claim to be healthy, or that you associate with healthy brands.”]. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that identifies a central idea of “Food Fakeout!” (little things that are causing you to eat to much in one sitting or think unhealthy food is good for you); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Good nutrition is not only about choosing what to eat, but also about when to eat and how much to eat”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a central idea of “Food Fakeout!”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

What another example say you’re at a healthy smoothie shop and see a berry shake that’s labeled low-fat and all-natural. So, you say cool.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides one concrete detail from the text for support (What another example say you’re at a healthy smoothie shop and see a berry shake that’s labeled low-fat and all-natural so you say cool); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text that identifies a central idea of “Food Fakeout!”. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a central idea of “Food Fakeout!”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The central idea is that when someone goes to a fast-food place, they see the food and they buy something with high colors, for example, lightny and Noise Make you eat faster.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides one concrete detail from the text for support (Lightny and Noise Make you eat faster); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text that identifies a central idea of “Food Fakeout!”. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a central idea of "Food Fakeout"? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The central idea of "Food Fakeout"

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The central idea of "Food Fakeout" is).
What is a central idea of "Food Fakeout!!"? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The central idea of food fake is that the image of the container may be have a large length but width would be more size.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response is unintelligible (The central idea of food fake is that the image of the container may be have a large length but width would be more size.).
Possible Exemplary Response:
The section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” adds to the information in the article because it provides additional examples of how our environment and perceptions can influence our eating choices. For example, the first bullet states that “bright lights and loud music make you eat faster” and recommends to “sit back, relax, and enjoy your meal.” The second bullet cautions against eating in front of the television, stating that “if you are distracted, you’ll eat more” because you “won’t remember how much you’ve already had.” Finally, the third bullet recommends eating foods that leave evidence (e.g., wrappers) so that you have reminders of how much you’ve eaten and so that you don’t overindulge. These are all examples of how perceptions can influence our eating choices.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
How does the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the information in the article? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the article’s information by backing it up with more reasons that we eat too much without knowing. In the article “Bright lights and loud music make you eat faster.” Another evidence is “If you’re distracted, you’ll eat more.” This shows that we sometime eat more than we need to, without knowing.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference to explain how the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the information in the article (by backing it up with more reasons that we eat too much without knowing). The response provides a sufficient number of details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Bright lights and loud music make you eat faster.” and “If you’re distracted, you’ll eat more.”). The response is written in complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the information in the article? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” supports the information in the article by letting the reader know how their surroundings can effect how much they are consuming. For example, “Bright lights and loud music makes you eat faster.” Also, in the section “Tv And Friends,” it is telling you how being distracted, will let you eat more. This evidence supports the answer because it is telling us all about the effect places have on us eating.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference to explain how the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the information in the article (by letting the reader know how their surroundings can effect how much they are consuming). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Bright lights and loud music make you eat faster” and in the section “Tv And Friends” it is telling you how being distracted, will let you eat more). The response is written in complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the information in the article? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The section “More crazy things that affect how much you eat!” supported the information in the article because the section says that there are many ways to overdo it when it comes to food. As said in the second bullet, “This is partly because you want remember how much you’ve already had.” This is similar to what they said in the text about being distracted while you eat. Another detail is “and keeps you from overindulging.”

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference to explain how the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the information in the article (because the section says that there are many ways to overdo it when it comes to food). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“This is partly because you want to remember how much you’ve already had.” and being distracted while you eat). The response is written in complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” support the information in the article? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (1 Bright lights and loud music make you eat faster 2 if you distracted you’ll eat more); however, the response does not provide a valid inference to explain how the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the information in the article. The response is written in complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” support the information in the article? Use two details from the article to support your response.

In “More crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” it states how things can cause you to overeat.

And in “Food Fakeout” it helps you to be wise about what you are eating.

They both help you to know better when you eat.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference to explain how the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the information in the article (it states how things can cause you to overeat); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (in “Food Fakeout” it helps you to be wise about what you are eating). The response is written in complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” support the information in the article? Use two details from the article to support your response.

“More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” supports the information in the article by showing how much people based on their surroundings or what they’re doing.

For example, in lines 19-20, it says “pay attention to portion size and don’t just overload your bowl.” This shows that you may catch a stomach ache if you aren’t careful. But when your distracted you can eat more than usual. Also, in lines 20-21 it explains that too much of a big, wide bowl is too much. This shows that due to surroundings you can eat more.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference to explain how the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the information in the article (by showing how much people based on their surrounding or what they’re doing); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. The response is written in complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the section "More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!" in "Food Fakeout!" supports the information in the article? Use two details from the article to support your response.

It goes with the article.
It tells you what happens if you eat more.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt and is inaccurate (It tells you what happens if you eat more).
How does the section “More Crazy Things that Affect How Much You Eat!” in “Food Fakeout!” supports the information in the article? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The section with food is that restaurants and food companies keep making their products larger without all that food.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The section with food is that restaurants and food companies keep making their products larger without all that food). The response only references details from outside the selected section.
Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories

by Richard Wrangham and Rachel Carmody

Food labels seem to provide all the information a thoughtful consumer needs, so counting calories should be simple. But things get tricky because food labels tell only half the story.

A calorie is a measure of usable energy. Food labels say how many calories a food contains. But what they don’t say is that how many calories you actually get out of your food depends on how highly processed it is.

Processed food makes you fatter

Food-processing includes cooking, blending and mashing, or using refined instead of unrefined flour. It can be done by the food industry before you buy, or in your home when you prepare a meal. Its effects can be big. If you eat your food raw, you will tend to lose weight. If you eat the same food cooked, you will tend to gain weight. Same calories, different outcome.

For our ancestors, it could have meant the difference between life and death. Hundreds of thousands of years ago, when early humans learned to cook they were able to access more energy in whatever they ate. The extra energy allowed them to develop big brains, have babies faster and travel more efficiently. Without cooking, we would not be human.

More processed foods are digested more completely

Animal experiments show that processing affects calorie gain whether the energy source is carbohydrate, protein or lipid (fats and oils). In every case, more processed foods give an eater more energy.

Take carbohydrates, which provide more than half of the world’s calories. Their energy is often packaged in starch grains, dense packets of glucose that are digested mainly in your small intestine. If you eat a starchy food raw, up to half the starch grains pass through the small intestine entirely undigested. Your body gets two-thirds or less of the total calories available in the food. The rest might be used by bacteria in your colon, or might even be passed out whole.
Even among cooked foods, digestibility varies. Starch becomes more resistant to
digestion when it is allowed to cool and sit after being cooked, because it crystallizes into
structures that digestive enzymes cannot easily break down. So stale foods like day-old
cooked spaghetti, or cold toast, will give you fewer calories than the same foods eaten
piping hot, even though technically they contain the same amount of stored energy.

Softer foods are calorie-saving

Highly processed foods are not only more digestible; they tend to be softer, requiring
the body to expend less energy during digestion. Researchers fed rats two kinds of
laboratory chow. One kind was solid pellets, the type normally given to lab animals. The
other differed only by containing more air; they were like puffed breakfast cereal. Rats
eating the solid and puffed pellets ate the same weight of food and the same number of
counted calories and they exercised the same amount as each other. But the rats eating the
puffed pellets grew heavier and had 30% more body fat than their counterparts eating
regular chow.

The reason why the puffed-pellet-eaters gained more energy is that their guts didn’t
have to work so hard: puffed pellets take less physical effort to break down. When rats eat,
their body temperature rises due to the work of digestion. A meal of puffed pellets leads
to less rise in body temperature than the same meal of solid pellets. Because the puffed
pellets require less energy to digest, they lead to greater weight gain and more fat.

Our bodies work the same way. They do less work when eating foods that have been
softened by cooking, mashed or aerated. Think about that when you sit down to a holiday
meal or dine in a fine restaurant. Our favorite foods have been so lovingly prepared that
they melt in the mouth and slide down our throats with barely any need for chewing. No
wonder we adore them. Our preference is nature’s way of keeping as much as possible of
these precious calories.

Why food labels don’t tell the full story

Unfortunately, of course, in today’s overfed and underexercised populations nature’s
way is not the best way. If we want to lose weight we should challenge our instinctive
desires. We should reject soft white bread in favor of rough whole wheat breads, processed
cheese in favor of natural cheese, cooked vegetables in favor of raw vegetables. And to do
so would be much easier if our food labels gave us some advice about how many calories
we would save by eating less-processed food. So why are our nutritionist advisers mute on
the topic?

For decades there have been calls by distinguished committees and institutions to
reform our calorie-counting system. But the calls for change have failed. The problem is a
shortage of information. Researchers find it hard to predict precisely how many extra
calories will be gained when our food is more highly processed. By contrast, they find
it easy to show that if a food is digested completely, it will yield a specific number
of calories.
Our food labeling therefore faces a choice between two systems, neither of which is satisfactory. The first gives a precise number of calories but takes no account of the known effects of food-processing, and therefore mis-measures what our bodies are actually harvesting from the food. The second would take account of food-processing, but without any precise numbers.

Faced by this difficult choice, every country has opted to ignore the effect of processing and the result is that consumers are confused.
Possible Exemplary Response:
According to the article “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories,” calorie counting is not simple because the way in which a food is processed affects how many calories our bodies actually take in and process from that food. According to lines 59 and 60, “Researchers find it hard to predict precisely how many extra calories will be gained when our food is more highly processed.” For example, in the section “Softer foods are calorie-saving,” the author states that in a laboratory test, rats were given two types of food. One kind was solid pellets and the other kind was puffed pellets which contained more air. After eating the same weight of food and same number of counted calories, researchers found that the rats eating the puffed pellets “grew heavier and had 30% more body fat than their counterparts eating regular chow.” This study shows that despite the fact that we can determine the precise number of calories in food, we cannot fully take into account the known effects of food processing and how many actual calories our bodies will process from that food.”

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
According to "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories," why is calorie counting not simple to do? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Calorie counting is not simple to do because the nutrition facts do not tell you everything. In the text it states, "Researchers find it hard to predict precisely how many extra calories will be gained when our food is more highly processed." This explains that they make an estimate not an exact number. In the text it also states, "By contrast they find it easy to show that if a food is digested completely it will yield a specific number of calories."

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that explains why calorie counting is not simple to do according to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” (because the nutrition facts do not tell you everything). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Researchers find it hard to predict precisely how many extra calories will be gained when our food is more highly processed.” and “By contrast they find it easy to show that if a food is digested completely it will yield a specific number of calories”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that explains why calorie counting is not simple to do according to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” (Calories differ between different types of cooked, raw, processed, and unprocessed foods). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (highly processed foods take less energy to digest which means people gain more calories from them and “Our favorite foods have been so lovingly prepared that they melt in the mouth.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
According to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories,” why is calorie counting not simple to do? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Calorie counting is not simple to do because the amount of calories you receive from a food depends on how highly processed it is. Since the calories are based on how processed the food is, the calories on the label cannot always be exact. Many foods are more processed than others, meaning that you would have to find out how processed it is and then calculate the calories. The text states, “...how many calories you actually get out of your food depends on how highly processed it is.” As well as, “If you eat your food cooked, you will tend to lose weight.”

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that explains why calorie counting is not simple to do according to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” (because the amount of calories you receive from a food depends on how highly processed it is). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (Since the calories are based on how processed the food is, the calories on the label cannot always be exact and “...how many calories you actually get out of your food depends on how highly processed it is.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
According to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories,” why is calorie counting not simple to do? Use two details from the article to support your response.

According to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About calories,” Calorie Counting is not a simple thing to do because they don’t tell the whole story and don’t say how much calories you’re actually going to receive. For example, “therefore mis-measures what our bodies are actually harvesting from the food.”

According to paragraph 65. This shows that according to this story, you don’t know what you’re going to get so that’s why its hard to read.

Furthermore,

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that explains why calorie counting is not simple to do according to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” (because they don’t tell the whole story and don’t say how much calories you’re actually going to receive); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“therefore mis-measures what our bodies are actually harvesting from the food.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text that explains why calorie counting is not simple to do according to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” (because the amount of info they give in a product isn’t enough); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“But the calls for change have failed. The problem is a shortage of information.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
According to "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories," why is calorie counting not simple to do? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Most food labels are wrong because they show you what they contain, not what they give you. "A calorie is a measure of usable energy." Quote is describing how it is contained with energy. Nothing more. It has different calories instored like, "starch, glucose." This can show this isn't simple to do counting on it's calorie

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides some relevant information from the text to develop the response according to the requirements of the prompt ("A calorie is a measure of usable energy." and It has different calories instored like, "starch, glucose."); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text that explains why calorie counting is not simple to do according to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories.” This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
According to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories,” why is calorie counting not simple to do? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Calorie counting is not simple to do because you need to add in the amount you are eating and what you are eating.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Calorie counting is not simple to do because you need to add in the amount you are eating and what you are eating).
According to “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories,” why is calorie counting not simple to do? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Calorie counting not simple to do because food has so many calories.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Calorie counting not simple to do because food has so many calories).
What are the authors’ purposes for writing “Food Fakeout!” and “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories”? How are the purposes similar and/or different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain the authors’ purpose for writing “Food Fakeout!”
- explain the author’s purpose for writing “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories”
- explain how the purposes are similar and/or different
- use details from both articles to support your response
Possible Exemplary Response:
The author’s purpose for writing “Food Fakeout!” is to help readers understand that it can sometimes be difficult to make healthy decisions about what and how much to eat because of our environment and our perceptions of food. The author provides several examples of how we are misled to make poor eating choices and offers advice for recognizing our eating behavior and making good choices when it comes to food. In the second paragraph, after the reader has taken a short quiz, the author states, “Don’t worry if you didn’t ace the quiz, because this story wouldn’t exist if we expected you to get those questions right. They’re tricky. And so are all the little things in your environment that are causing you to eat too much in one sitting or think unhealthy food is good for you. Let us explain.” This supports the author’s purpose that his intent is to raise readers’ awareness of their understanding about food and provide information to help readers make better choices about what they eat.

In contrast, the authors’ purpose for writing “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” is slightly different. While the authors are trying to raise readers’ awareness about how food labels can be “tricky” and misinterpreted, which is similar to the author’s purpose for writing “Food Fakeout!,” they are also making a strong case for reforming our calorie-counting system and the type of information we provide on food labels. In the final paragraphs, the authors state that it would be much easier to make informed decisions about what we eat if “our food labels gave us some advice about how many calories we would save by eating less-processed food,” and raise the issue that “for decades there have been calls by distinguished committees and institutions to reform our calorie-counting system. But the calls for change have failed.”

The authors’ purposes for writing the two articles are similar because they provide information about why consumers can be misinformed about the amounts and types of food we eat. Specifically, the authors’ purposes for both articles discuss the shortcomings of food labels. In “Food Fakeout!” the author states that just because a berry shake is labeled “low-fat and all-natural” doesn’t mean that it doesn’t have “almost a day’s worth of sugar and more calories than a fast-food meal.” In the article “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories,” the authors discuss why the calories on a food label can be misinterpreted since they don’t take into consideration how the food was processed.

The authors’ purposes for writing are slightly different as well, as stated previously. While the author of “Food Fakeout!” addresses issues with how food information is presented to consumers (e.g., “restaurants and food companies keep making their products larger without telling you . . .”), the author’s purpose is not to call for changes to address these issues, but instead raise awareness about these issues for the consumer. In contrast, the article “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” makes the argument that institutions need to change how information about food is presented to the consumer.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 4-point holistic rubric.
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What are the authors’ purposes for writing "Food Fakeout!" and "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"? How are their purposes similar? How are their purposes different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain the author’s purpose for writing "Food Fakeout!"
- explain the authors’ purpose for writing "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"
- explain how the purposes are similar
- explain how the purposes are different
- use details from both articles to support your response

The author’s purpose for writing "Food Fakeout!" was so as to inform readers about factors in our everyday lives that affect our food choices such as size, intervals between meals, plate size, labels and amount per serving. This can be supported by the article’s headings which state: "Plate Size Matters", which discusses how the same portion of food can look different on different plate sizes. The heading "Too Many Servings" which discusses the sneaky things food companies and fast-food restaurants use to manipulate consumer consent. And finally, "Labels Are Tricks!" which talks about how a food’s name could trick you into believing that any amount you eat would be healthy although that is not the case. The author does take time to give foolproof methods in order to not fall victim to these tricks.
The author's purpose in the passage: "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories." would be that although foods that are raw or processed have the same amount of calories, the human body tends to gain more of those calories when they eat the processed version of that food. This can be supported by lines 10-11 which state: "If you eat your food raw, you will tend to lose weight. If you eat the same food cooked, you will tend to gain weight. This shows the danger of putting your trust in calorie count food labels. The article also discusses the dilemma that researchers are facing in the system between raw and processed foods in lines 65 and 66 which highlights the problems and difficulties due to information shortage.

The similarities between these two passages would be that they both discuss deceiving food factors such as plate size and serving amount on the part of "Food Takeout!" and calorie counts difference in processed and raw food in "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong about Calories." A difference between the two articles could be that while "Food Takeout!" focuses more on factors that affect our daily eating habits, "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories" addresses the calorie difference between..."
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that is compelling and follows logically from the task and purpose (The author’s purpose for writing “Food Fakeout!” was so as to inform reader about factors in our everyday lives that affect our food choices such as size, intervals between meals, plate size, labels and amount per serving and The author’s purpose in the passage; “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories.” would be that although foods that are raw or processed have the same amount of calories, the human body tends to gain more of those calorie when they eat the processed version of that food). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the texts (The author does take time to give foolproofing methods in order to not fall victim to these tricks; This shows the danger of putting your trust in calorie count food labels; The similarities between these two passages would be that they both discuss deceiving food factors; A difference between the two articles would be that while “Food Fakeout” focuses more on factors that affect our daily eating habits, “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” addresses the calorie difference between processed and raw foods). The topic is developed with the sustained use of relevant, well-chosen details from the texts (“Plate size Matters”, which discusses how the same portion of food can look different on different plate sizes; “Labels Are Tricky” which talks about how a foods name could trick you into believing that any amount you eat of it would be healthy although that is not the case; “if you eat your food raw, you will tend to lose weight. If you eat the same food cooked, you will tend to gain weight). Clear organization is exhibited by the skillful use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (The author’s purpose, such as, This can be, which discusses, although, This shows, also). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language, stylistically sophisticated language and domain-specific vocabulary with a notable sense of voice (inform, foolproofing methods, not fall victim, shows the danger, putting your trust in, deceiving food). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (inform reader about).
What are the authors' purposes for writing "Food Fakeout!" and "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"? How are their purposes similar? How are their purposes different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain the author's purpose for writing "Food Fakeout!"
- explain the authors' purpose for writing "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"
- explain how the purposes are similar
- explain how the purposes are different
- use details from both articles to support your response

The author of the passage, "Food Fakeout!" wrote it to inform readers on how they are being tricked by food companies into eating more servings of food. The author of the passage, "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories," wrote it to tell readers how many of the labels on their food do not contain the right information.

These two purposes have many similarities. One similarity is that they both discuss food nutrition and portion size. The first passage talks about how people are being tricked into eating big portions of food, which makes them unhealthy. This relates to the
Second passage which talks about how food labels don't properly show the nutrition and calories people are eating. The text states, "you're going to serve yourself more food to fill up."

However, despite these similarities, there are also many differences between the two purposes. One difference is that the first purpose talks about serving size while the second one does not. The text states, "I'll get the extra large!...almost a day's worth of sugar and more calories than a fast food meal." In addition, another difference is that the second passage talks about nutrition labels being wrong while the first passage does not.

In conclusion, "Food Pickers: Why Most Food Labels Are Wrong About Calories," both have specific purposes for being written. They want to inform readers about the food they are eating. These purposes were both similar but at the same time shared many differences as well.
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that is compelling and follows logically from the task and purpose. The author of the passage, “Food Fakeout!” wrote it to inform readers on how they are being tricked by food companies into eating more servings of food. The author of the passage, “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories,” wrote it to tell readers how many of the labels on their food do not contain the right information. These two purposes have many similarities; however, despite these similarities, there are also many differences between the two purposes. This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the texts. One similarity is that they both discuss food nutrition and portion size; food labels don’t properly show the nutrition and calories people are eating. One difference is that the first purpose talks about serving size while the second one does not; the second passage talks about nutrition labels being wrong while the first passage does not. The topic is developed with the sustained use of relevant, well-chosen details from the texts (people are now tricked into eating big portions of food, which makes them unhealthy; “...you’re going to serve yourself more food to fill up.”; “...I’ll get the extra large!...almost a day’s worth of sugar and more calories than a fast food meal.”). Clear organization is exhibited by the skillful use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole. A formal style is established and maintained using precise language and domain-specific vocabulary. The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (In conclusion, “Food Fakeout!” and “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories,” both have specific purposes for being written. They want to inform readers about the food they are eating. These purposes were both similar, but at the same time shared many differences as well). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors.
What are the authors’ purposes for writing “Food Fakeout!” and “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories”? How are their purposes similar? How are their purposes different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain the author’s purpose for writing “Food Fakeout!”
- explain the authors’ purpose for writing “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories”
- explain how the purposes are similar
- explain how the purposes are different
- use details from both articles to support your response

Matthew hutson, author of “Food Fakeout!” wrote the article to explain the tricks in what you consume on an everyday bases. On the other hand, richard warghannah and rachel carmony, authors of “why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” wrote the article to provide information to their readers about the tricks in food labels. the purposes are similar because the two articles explain the tricks to foods that we eat. In lines 92-95 in the article “why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” it says “We should reject soft white bread in favor of rough whole wheat bread, processed cheese in favor of natural cheese, cooked vegetables in favor of raw vegetables. And todo
so would be much easier if our food labels gave us some advice about how many calories we would save by eating less processed food. Throughout the article of "Food Fakeout" it shows the illusions our minds play when we look at our portion and the size of our dish. The two articles differ because in "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories" it tells the readers about processed foods and not, and about how the systems are wrong about calories. In "Food Fakeout" it states how the food, plate, cup, and glass we eat and drink out of matters and when we order an entree it has more than just one serving. It also states how the labels are tricky. Another thing that the articles have in common are that they both include food label tricks. In the first article the third title is "Labels are tricky" and it explains the ways labels can trick us. In the second document it tells us why labels are wrong about our calories.
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (Matthew Hutson, Author of “Food Fakeout” wrote the article to explain the tricks to what you consume on an everyday bases; Richard Wrangham . . . wrote the article to provide information to their readers about the tricks in food labels). This response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the texts (The purposes are similar because the two articles explain the tricks to foods that we eat; it shows the illusions our minds play when we look at our portion and the size of our dish; The two articles differ because in . . . it tells the readers about processed foods and not, and about how the systems are wrong about calories; Another thing that the articles have in common are that they both include food label tricks). The topic is developed with the sustained use of relevant, well-chosen details from the texts (“We should reject soft white bread in favor of rough whole wheat bread, processed cheese in favor of natural cheese, cooked vegetables in favor of raw vegetables; And to do so would be much easier if our food labels gave us some advice about how many calories we would save by eating less processed foods; In “Food Fakeout” it states how the bowl, plate, cup and glass we eat and drink out of matters). Clear organization is exhibited by the skillful use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (On the other hand, because, In lines, Throughout the article, The two articles differ because, and It also, Another thing). However, no concluding statement or section is provided. A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate, stylistically sophisticated language and domain-specific vocabulary (explain the tricks, consume on an everyday bases, shows the illusions our minds play, how the systems are wrong). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (vegetables).
What are the authors’ purposes for writing “Food Fakeout!” and “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories”? How are their purposes similar? How are their purposes different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain the author’s purpose for writing “Food Fakeout!”
- explain the authors’ purpose for writing “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories”
- explain how the purposes are similar
- explain how the purposes are different
- use details from both articles to support your response

The articles “Food Fakeout!” and “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” were both similar articles. They go hand in hand with explaining how to make healthy food choices. They also both gave details on how to eat healthy, or these could be many reasons as to why these articles were written.

There could be many reasons as to why Matthew Hutson wrote “Food Fakeout.” I think Matthew Hutson wrote “Food Fakeout” because he wanted to inform his readers on how to eat properly, and how to eat healthy. The article explains how fast food companies have added more than one serving to your
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meal, and also informs us about the “halo effect.” According to the article, the halo effect is “When something has one good quality (“whole-grain”) or a positive rep (granola), it shines like a halo.”

The next article “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories” was most likely written to inform fast food consumers on how the labels on the back of food are most likely inaccurate. Richard Wrangham and Rachel Carmody wrote this article to inform consumers that our bodies only take a certain amount of calories based on how highly processed the food is.

Score Point 3 (out of 4 points)
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The articles “Food Fakeout” and “Why Most Food Labels Are Wrong About Calories” were both similar articles. They go hand in hand with explaining how to make healthy food choices). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the texts (I think Matthew Hutson wrote “Food Fakeout” because he wanted to inform his readers on how to eat properly, and how to eat healthy; Richard Wrangham and Rachel Carmody wrote this article to inform consumers that our bodies only take a certain amount of calories based on how highly processed the food is). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence [According to the article the halo effect is “when something has one good quality (“whole-grain”) or a positive rep (granola), it shines like a halo”]. The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (and, also, because, The article explains, According to, The next article); however, no concluding statement is provided. A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary (eat healthy, eat properly, highly processed). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors.
What are the authors' purposes for writing "Food Fakeout!" and "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"? How are their purposes similar? How are their purposes different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain the author's purpose for writing "Food Fakeout!"
- explain the authors' purpose for writing "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"
- explain how the purposes are similar
- explain how the purposes are different
- use details from both articles to support your response

Food Fakeout and Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories have similar purposes. There were many purposes for writing Food Fakeout, one reason was to inform people about the size of their servings. Another purpose was to say that just because something is small that doesn't mean it is healthier for you. There were many purposes for writing Why most Food Labels are wrong about calories. One of them is to notify people that what is there isn't true all the time. It explains that just because it says there are 150 calories per serving, they don't know much of the product you are
Score Point 3 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (Food Fakeout and Why Most Food Lables are Wrong about calorie have similar purposes; There were many purposes for writing Food Fakeout; There were many purposes for writing Why Most Food Labels are Wrong about calories). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the text (One of them is to notify people that what is there isn’t there all the time; They both inform the audience about how to be healthier; One talks more about proporton than the other). The topic is developed with the use of relevant textual evidence, with some lack of variety (It explains that just because it says there are 150 calories per serving they don’t know much of the product you are eating or poured into something; Each talk about proportion; One talks about calories while the other talks about the visual effects of food). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (There were many purposes, One reason, Another, because, They both, One way, while the other, In conclusion). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary. The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (In conclusion the purpose of these two articles are similar and different). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (Lables, proporton).
What are the authors' purposes for writing "Food Fakeout!" and "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"? How are their purposes similar? How are their purposes different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain the author's purpose for writing "Food Fakeout!"
- explain the authors' purpose for writing "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"
- explain how the purposes are similar
- explain how the purposes are different
- use details from both articles to support your response

The authors' purposes for writing "Food Fakeout!" and "Why most food labels are wrong About Calories" is that they show that the food labels are not telling the truth about the calories and if they are healthy or not. Their purposes are similar because they are showing us the truth. First in the article "Food Fakeout!" in page 4 paragraph 11 it says that "Yes, in this comparison, the cookies actually have less sugar, but that doesn't mean you should eat more cookies" and in the other article in page 7 paragraph 11 it says that "And to do so would be much easier if our food labels gave us some advice about how many calories we would save by eating less-processed food." This shows that both articles are trying to help us with the food that we eat. Their purposes are different is one article is talking about the calories and the other article is talking about that the food labels don't always tell the truth about the product that we are going to buy and eat later.
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The authors’ purposes for writing “Food Fakeout!” and “Why most food Labels are wrong About Calories” is that they show that the food labels are not telling the truth about the calories and if the are healthy or not and Their purposes are similar because they are show in use the truth). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the texts (This show that both articles are traing to help us with the food we eat; Their purposes are different is one article is taking about that the food labels don’t all ways tell the truth about the product the we are going to buy and eat later). The topic is developed with relevant facts from the texts (“Yes, in this comparison, the cookies actually have less sugar, but that doesn’t mean you should eat more cookies” and “And to do so would be much easier if our food labels gave us some advice about how many calories we would save by eating less processed food”). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (The authors’ purposes for writing, that they show, pouposes are similar because, in the other article, This show, the other article). The response provides no concluding statement; however, a formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (pouposes, they are show in use the truth, traing, purposes are different is one article is taking about the calories, allways, later).
What are the authors' purposes for writing "Food Fakeout!" and "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"? How are their purposes similar? How are their purposes different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain the author's purpose for writing "Food Fakeout!"
- explain the authors' purpose for writing "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"
- explain how the purposes are similar
- explain how the purposes are different
- use details from both articles to support your response

Both articles are similar because they tell you about foods and how different foods can affect you.

The purpose for writing "Food Fakeout!" is to tell people that the food that we might eat everyday can affect us a lot. In "Food Fakeout!" the article tells us how highly processed food can hurt us and make us gain weight.

The main purpose for writing "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong about Calories" is to tell about how food labels lie about calories and why food labels only tell us half of the story. In the article the writer...
Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Both articles are similar because they tell you about foods and how different foods can affect you). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (The purpose for writing “Food Fakeout!” is to tell people that the food that we might everyday can affect us a lot; In “Food Fakeout!” the article tells us how highly processed food can hurt us and make us gain weight; The writer shows us that highly processed foods can kill us and make us gain weight). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence, some of which may be irrelevant (highly processed food can hurt us and make us gain weight and how food lable lie about calories and why food lables only tell us half of the story). The response exhibits some attempt at organization (Both articles, because, and, In “Food Fakeout!” the article, The main purpose, In the article); however, no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (articles, the food that we might everyday, proccessed, lable).
What are the authors’ purposes for writing "Food Fakeout!" and "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"? How are their purposes similar? How are their purposes different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain the author's purpose for writing "Food Fakeout!"
- explain the authors' purpose for writing "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"
- explain how the purposes are similar
- explain how the purposes are different
- use details from both articles to support your response

The authors purpose for writing "Food Fakeout" and "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong about Calories" is to let us know that labels on any kind of food are wrong about calories. For "Food Fakeout" they talked about what happens to healthy foods that have a lot of calories. For "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong about Calories" they talk about food that the same thing as "Food Fakeout". There both similar.
Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (The authors purpose for writing “Food Fakeout” and “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong about Calories” is to let us know that labels on any kind of food are wrong about calories). The response demonstrates little understanding of the texts (labels on any kind of food are wrong about calories; There both similar because the stories both talk about food that has a lot of calories; There both different because one talks about why you should not eat healthy food and another talks about something else). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence, with inconsistency (For “Food Fakeout” they talked about what happens to healthy foods that have a lot of calories; For “Why Most Food Labels are Wrong about calories” they talk about food that the same thing as “Food Fakeout!”). The response exhibits some attempt at organization, with inconsistent use of transitions (The authors purpose, For, both similar, because, both different, and another, In conclusion). The concluding statement follows generally from the topic and information presented (In conclusion they both talk about calories). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (authors purpose, that the same thing, There both similar).
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Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (The authors purpose in “food fakeout” and “why most food labels are wrong about calories” are similar and different). The response demonstrates little understanding of the texts (The authors purpose is to inform readers about the types of food you eat). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence, with inconsistency (In the text it said, “And so are all the little things in your environment that are causing you to eat much in one sitting or think unhealthy food is good for you” and “Good nutrition is not only about choosing what to eat and how much to eat.”). The response exhibits some attempt at organization, with inconsistent use of transitions (The authors purpose in, and, In the text it states, It also said, These details show). The concluding statement follows generally from the topic and information presented (These details show how the author informs us about Nutrition Labels). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (too eat much, Nutrition).
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What are the authors' purposes for writing "Food Fakeout!" and "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"? How are their purposes similar? How are their purposes different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain the author's purpose for writing "Food Fakeout!"
- explain the authors' purpose for writing "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"
- explain how the purposes are similar
- explain how the purposes are different
- use details from both articles to support your response

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (The reason the author wrote Food Fake out is because not all food all what they seem and The reason the author wrote why most Food Labels are wrong about calories is because Not all food labels are right about it’s calories). The response demonstrates little understanding of the texts (They are similar because They both talk about Food labels that don’t tell you the true; They are both different because Food Fake talks about Food and Why Food Labels are wrong about calories talks about food Labels that don’t tell the true). The response provides no evidence. The response exhibits some attempt at organization (The reason the author, because, They are similar because, both talk about, They are different because and); however, no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates a lack of command of conventions, with frequent errors that hinder comprehension (Food Fake out, not all food all what they seem, about it’s calories, because They, tell you the true, don’t tell the true).
Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (“Food fakeout was written to show how serving sizes differ; Why most food labels are wrong was written to inform you of calories in food; They are both made to keep you healthy”). The response demonstrates little understanding of the texts. The response provides no evidence. The response exhibits some attempt at organization; however, no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (“fakout”).
Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (The purposes for writing the articles is to use the info to show how different foods can be dangerous to our health). The response demonstrates little understanding of the texts (The second tells you how to use this to your advantage). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence, which is generally invalid or irrelevant (The first article talks about how restaurants hide portion sizes). The response exhibits some attempt at organization; however, no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (purposes, restaraunts, The second tells how to use).
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What are the authors’ purposes for writing "Food Fakeout!" and "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"? How are their purposes similar? How are their purposes different? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain the author’s purpose for writing "Food Fakeout!"
- explain the author’s purpose for writing "Why Most Food Labels are Wrong About Calories"
- explain how the purposes are similar
- explain how the purposes are different
- use details from both articles to support your response

Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of understanding of the texts or task and is partially copied from the text (The craziest can cause to overeat or think your food. food label seen provide all the in formation Thoughtful neers so counting calorie shoul be simple). No evidence is provided. This response exhibits no evidence of organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates a lack of command of conventions, with frequent errors that hinder comprehension.
Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of understanding of the texts or task and is partially copied from the text (Both texts “Food Fakeout” and). No evidence is provided. This response exhibits no evidence of organization and no concluding statement is provided. This response is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.